Characters

Name:

Who’s the Most?
In the box is a list of character descriptions. These traits are words or phrases that could be
used to describe how a character acts a lot of the time. Choose two. Name the character
who is best described by each word or phrase. Explain your choices.
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Title of Book: 
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Character
Descriptions

1.     

most annoying

funniest

most unusual

craziest

friendliest

most interesting

wisest

most curious

(character’s name)

     is the



(word or phrase from box)

character. I think this because 






2.     

.

(character’s name)

     is the



(word or phrase from box)

character. I think this because 
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Visual Craft

Name(s):

Real, Unreal
Illustrators of picture books can make their drawings look a lot like real life. Or they can make
them look nothing like real life. Before they begin drawing, they must decide how real the
characters and objects need to look. Work with a partner to answer these questions.
����������������������������������������������������������������

Title of Book: 
����������������������������������������������������������������

1. Flip through the book and look at the way the characters are drawn. What about how
they are drawn makes the characters look real? What about how they are drawn makes
them look unreal? Talk it over with your partner. Write some thoughts.

Real

Unreal

2. Would you say that the drawings make the characters and objects in the story look . . .

o mostly real?

o mostly unreal?

Check the box beside the best answer. Then explain your answer.




3. Why do you think the illustrator decided to draw this way? How does this style of
drawing fit with the story being told? Talk it over with your partner. On another piece
of paper, write a summary of your discussion.
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